MAN'S BODY AROSES SLAYING SUSPICION

Ex-Secretary Of State Stettinus Claimed By Death

MARSHALL PLAN
Nations Given U.S. Warning

TEAMWORK Needed To Get More Money Help, Hoffman Tells Meet

Hoffman, chairman of the U.S. delegation to the current conference on the Marshall Plan, yesterday nodded agreement with a proposal by Secretary of State Marshall that the U.S. would offer more assistance to European nations if they would work together in bringing aid to the Continent. 

Teamwork was again emphasized yesterday as leaders of the Marshall Plan meetings in Washington exchanged ideas with other nations that have joined the plan to aid the war-ravaged nations of Europe. 

Hoffman said the purpose of the plan is to speed the day when the nations of Europe can function as independent units. 

The Marshall Plan, which was first proposed by President Marshall, is a plan to aid those European nations which can demonstrate a capacity for self-government. 

The plan is for the United States to contribute $30,000,000,000 to the European nations which have demonstrated this capacity. 

The first meeting of the Marshall Plan conference opened yesterday, with the United States delegation under Hoffman, representing 23 nations that have joined the plan. 
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